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In the course of work, staff translators in large organisations are beset by a variety 
of difficulties: lack of suitable equipment, inadequate sources of information, 
production difficulties, impossible deadlines, cumbersome institutional 
vocabulary and jargon, to name but a few. At the United Nations, the entire 
documentation and translation delivery process is being reviewed and a new 
system is in the course of development. A number of sub-modules are in the 
course of installation and further subsystems will be brought in during the next 
two budget two-year cycles. It is proposed to complete development work on the 
seven language terminology information system, making it accessible to all 
translators throughout the entire UN system of organisations. A direct 
connection between the online terminology system and the bibliographical 
information system has been established and a further connection is being 
developed to a full text optical disk system, currently being tested on a 
worldwide basis. The system uses existing communications technology to link 
up offices scattered around the globe. The expectation is that the translators will 
all have direct access through translator workstations to text and data systems 
and be able to perform on-screen translation. Other areas are intelligent 
subsystems used in language recognition and text input, multilingual word 
processing, and multilingual text databases. In the long-term perspective we are 
interested in voice-activated systems which could be hooked up to machine 
translation systems. Machine and machine-assisted translation is in use in two of 
the agencies of the UN system and virtually all agencies have performed tests of 
various sorts at this stage. It is anticipated that there will be operating systems 
in most agencies to cover the highly repetitive and routine technical documents, 
while  leaving  the  complicated  and  difficult  materials for machine-assisted 
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means, including full revision and final copy review. An implementation 
programme is under way and within the next six to eight years many aspects of 
documentation processing and information sharing will have been automated in 
such a way that the translation process will incorporate many modules that will 
solve most of the difficulties encountered by today's translators. 

At the United Nations, in New York, we perform translation services in two 
main areas. Firstly, in our main stream of documentation, we process each year 
some 85,000-95,000 pages of parliamentary records, institutional documents, 
proceedings of technical bodies, reports and committee papers. These 
documents are delivered for translation in a number of different languages but 
are primarily submitted in either English or French and to a certain degree in 
Spanish, with some of the work from the regional offices and national 
governments delivered in other languages. The official languages of the major 
bodies are, in the order of adoption by the United Nations, English and French, 
then Spanish, Russian, Chinese and Arabic. There is some translation into 
German of General Assembly documents for the four German speaking member 
states. The official policy in the processing of the languages is that they all have 
equal treatment and are processed on the basis of complete parity. There are 
certain complications in the actual processing of the different languages either 
because of aspects that are inherent to a particular language or because of the 
technical means used to process any particular language. In some cases there are 
factors which tend to slow down or speed up production at different stages such 
as linguistic reasons – staff availability, operational constraints or technical 
aspects. Secondly, in the other area of documentation, there are approximately 
40,000 pages of special technical papers, organisation records, substantive 
documentation, project reports, statistical materials, publicity materials and 
documents such as texts of international treaties which are registered with the 
United Nations. Once again, the original documents are usually but not always 
submitted in the official languages with a vast majority of internally generated 
documentation being written in either English or French. The majority in New 
York is written in English, roughly 80 per cent of the workload. The 
international treaties are submitted in a great variety of languages. With the 
exception of the summary and verbatim records which are written by language 
staff, a lot of the writing is done by non-native speakers and, as a result, the 
majority of documents are edited generally for style, grammar and spelling but 
not for content. Translations are required for both types of documents and in 
general all of the first group are translated internally by staff translators. The vast 
majority of the documents in the second group are translated externally by 
freelancers who are usually retired staff translators. The gross number of pages 
to be processed in any one language would therefore be approximately 
130,000-135,000 units and average costs across all languages per word would 
average out at approximately 12-17 cents depending on language combination 
or direction and degree of textual complexity, with staff costs running at about 
$40  per  hour  without  overhead  costs  and  a circulation of some 5,000 copies of 
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each page. In terms of sheer processing costs and performance, the figures sound 
massive but the products are delivered on time every day and documents can be 
processed almost any time of day or night more or less like a commercial 
newspaper production line. Virtually all the document processing line is broken 
up into shifts and we have coverage pretty well all around the clock in certain 
areas such as printing and through the weekends as well; consequently we can 
cover any emergency or disaster situation every single day of the year. A major 
disadvantage in terms of costs is the overhead factor for a site such as New York, 
and in particular, for any operations conducted off-headquarters premises. 
However, the advantage of being able to congregate representatives of all the 
member states in one location outweighs this disadvantage and the site is 
strategically convenient in that it is not in a capital city but nonetheless in a major 
communications and travel zone. 

In the Translation Division we are undertaking an internal technological 
innovations programme, which has started in the Documentation, Reference 
and Terminology Section. The section receives most manuscripts before they go 
to the translators. We check the manuscripts for parts of texts which have been 
previously translated. In general, these parts of texts are quotations whether 
identified or not, titles of agreements and institutional nomenclature. Any other 
background documents which already exist in the target languages are also 
passed on to the translators as background. In some cases, pages and pages are 
repeated from parent documents or are quotations of legal instruments which 
have to be retaken word-for-word from the originals. The savings in translator 
and reviser time are enormous if the previous translation can be used. Another 
consideration is that we are obliged to use the existing authorised or accepted 
documentary sources for all of the languages when working on the texts of new 
legal instruments. In the long term, we would like to receive manuscripts only 
in electronic form as word processing documents since this will help us to match 
portions of texts. At the other end of the production line we have our 
terminologists who scan all documents in hard copy in all the language 
equivalents as they are published and they record all the language usage of the 
organisation in the various sectors of activity. Once again, we would like to 
receive the final target language documents only in electronic form as word 
processing documents and this will improve terminology data collection. 

With regard to technology, we have focused attention so far on 
improvements that we could make at division level which would link into other 
areas which are also being automated. Fortunately, all of the areas we have 
concentrated on are relatively easy in crude technical terms. My own section 
specifically covers documentation, reference and terminology and it also 
includes a specialised library for the translators. In each area of activity we have 
implemented a separate system to automate part, if not all, of the functions 
undertaken. So far, the results have been good because we can now do more 
sophisticated research, we can be more imaginative in our data retrieval 
strategies  and  we  can  find  large  amounts  of  information very fast; we can also 
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find out when we don’t have any information, which is extremely important, 
and we can know with certainty and very much quicker if information is not 
actually available. We are now able to process far more documentation because 
of our information sources and, consequently, our production figures have risen 
in our own area from about 145,000 pages per year to about 230,000 pages 
aggregate per year for all languages with a loss of about three staff posts. 

In my area, we have introduced word processing and data processing 
equipment on an incremental basis and most of the staff now compete to use or 
share equipment, making it clear that full automation should proceed so that all 
staff have their own equipment where it is required. Not everything has gone as 
we would have liked: we had hoped to have an online multilingual terminology 
databank in all the official languages some time ago but there have been massive 
technical problems. These arose because of the combination of Roman and non- 
Roman scripts used in the particular language combination that we use at the 
UN. From the end of 1972, we have had partial solutions and a number of 
subsystems or mixtures of systems, using real characters for one language, 
transcriptions for another or a mainframe dataprocessor for three or four 
languages and then typing or word processing for the others. The mere fact of 
mixing automated systems with traditional systems became a nightmare, since 
material in some languages could always be retrieved and updated in minutes 
and in large quantities, while languages like Chinese and Arabic were being 
processed by traditional means with ever-increasing delays as the volume of 
machine-stored data increased. By 1983, we had gone from producing small 
terminology bulletins with perhaps 300 terms in English, French and Spanish, 
with indexes to the respective languages, to a system where we could easily 
produce listings of 3,000 terms in the original languages together with Russian 
by this stage, but the Chinese and Arabic were being collected, compiled, 
numbered, typed, indexed and retyped, all by traditional means. The extra 
planning was impossible after a certain level since the delays were too massive: 
it was clear that a full multilingual system was needed. 

We were very lucky some four years ago, when a Japanese programmer came 
to us on loan from IBM in Japan and through his dedication we now have a 
unique system: it consists of equipment loaned by IBM Japan and New York, 
with pieces of laser print systems scrounged from Beijing, Brussels and Geneva; 
we use normal American and Canadian terminals with multilingual keyboards 
and a Japanese IBM PC; some of the software came from Tokyo, the actual 
programs have all been re-written internally. We now have a system that will 
show all of the official languages in one display on one type of screen by using a 
special double eight-bit system. We can also search the different languages 
interactively either directly or through transcription depending on what kind of 
terminal is available and the system is powerful enough to take combinations of 
data from a number of data fields. The quality of the printed output is also 
excellent since it is laser printed from a mainframe-driven system and it is 
camera-ready if we wish to produce terminology publications (see Annex). 
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This mixture of equipment has been the major breakthrough for us in 
terminology and it will improve our storage and production capabilities. It will 
also give the possibility of establishing a proper databank and we believe that we 
can make this system available to all our colleagues within the UN system of 
organisations and our counterparts in the major international organisations. 
Many of the agencies have established terminology databanks and agreements 
exist for full collaboration at inter-agency level. I should add here that we have 
been using a number of the national terminology databanks with great success 
and some of our agencies have been hooked up to the European Eurodicautom 
system for many years. In one case, the Canadian Termium system, we now 
have access on two CD-ROM players and this has changed things quite 
dramatically since we are now able to have access at any time both in New York 
and Geneva or dial in direct to Ottawa through telecommunications or a 
telephone tie line. We will clearly be going in that direction ourselves since it 
seems to be the most efficient way of sharing out data to remote locations. For 
a number of years, we experimented with copying data on tape and even more 
recently on word processing disks and sent out the data to various agencies but 
this proved clumsy and required considerable maintenance work. 

Having achieved full ‘multilinguality’, we can now turn to the provision of 
full systems for other applications where so far we have been coping with only 
one or two languages. In other areas, for instance, we would like to change the 
language coverage in our division library where the bibliographical and 
cataloguing system should be linked through a common multilingual thesaurus 
to the terminology database. At the same time, we would like to bring it into line 
with the main library which has a major bibliographical system. That system is 
called UNBIS and is shared by a number of our offices and could serve as a 
central indexing engine to locate all documents and activities from anywhere 
within the United Nations. At present, it cannot represent all the official 
languages in the database, which is why it is critical for us to merge these two 
areas. In the area of documentation, we are looking at a massive storage system 
to replace our old microfilm and microfiche systems. The UN Geneva office is 
using our section as part of a test of a major documentation storage and delivery 
system in collaboration with the French SARDE optical disk system. Since that 
system requires an automated index to drive it, we anticipate that the same 
multilingual thesaurus and UNBIS index will bring us to the required 
documentation. Another information system of direct use to us is the UN Treaty 
Information System and it is hoped that it can be brought into the overall 
picture. Most of these systems are bibliographical research and documentation 
retrieval tools. The translators, the terminologists and the research clerks will be 
able to use all of these. 

At another level, we are automating the maintenance of production records 
and the tracking of documents as they pass through the entire production chain. 
We are hopeful that the system will be fully operational by the end of the year. 
We  expect  that  additional  refinements will be added during the coming year.   It 
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might be possible to have documents automatically classified and indexed either 
through bar code labels or at source as soon as documents enter the first level of 
automation when they are typed in electronic form. The present tracking system 
will follow a publication all the way through to its final issuance and even indicate 
international standard serial book numbers, price and other information. 
Similar database systems are being created to program and keep track of 
conferences, interpreter availability and assign resources from one meeting area 
to another. 

As an inter-agency project, John Alvey at the World Bank is developing an 
automated directory of translation and terminology resources which can be 
accessed directly and I am creating a subsystem to include a list of in-house 
specialists in the UN and contacts who could be of use to the translators. I would 
like to see this extended eventually to include other resources. I am also 
interested in developing contacts at the national level with government agencies, 
reference centres and in particular with academic and language studies bodies. 
I should add in passing that we have been running a successful student 
internship programme for the last few years. 

In conclusion, we would like to provide translators with workstations on an 
elective basis, and they will have direct links to terminology, reference, 
legislative and bibliographical sources; we would like the translators to word 
process documents under five pages long and these will be transmitted to the 
typing pools for final copy preparation, otherwise longer documents will 
continue to be dictated and transcribed by professional typists. Our major 
problem at present is that although we have the different pieces of an overall 
system in place, they are not all available from the one device, and our elusive 
translator workstation still does not have access to everything we require. We are 
therefore concentrating during the course of the next few months on working 
with a couple of major equipment and system vendors and we hope to get some 
results fairly soon. Our ultimate goal is still to see some measure of automated 
translation but results in our particular area have not been positive: a special area 
where there could be an application is for the notification of space launches 
which are routine information notes but which barely constitute 2,000 pages of 
documentation each year and do not justify operation of an entire system. 
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